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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698- 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 34665-5060
(813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of January 11, 1996
9:00a.m.
AGENDA
I. ~LL TO ORDER
Approve agenda of January 11, 1996 regular meeting.
Approve minutes of December 14, 1995 regular meeting.
C.
Approve Executive Committee Actions
II.

Ill.

IV.

V.

ACTION ITEMS
A.
JWB-Public/Prlvate Ventures Contract
B.
Personnel Practices/Policies Revisions
C.
Early Childhood Collaborative
D.
Continuation Funding- Total Family Strategy
E.
Youth as Resources - Implementation
F.
Holocaust Museum Funding
G.
B.E.S.T. Initiative
INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
GOALS Report (to be distributed)
B..
Boot Camp Evaluation
C.
Neighborhood Family Center Evaluation
D.
Strategic Planning Update
E.
Sprina Trainina Post (to be distributed)
F.
Personnel Report for December
G.
Financial Report for December (to be distributed)
H.
Site Visit Schedule
I.
Training Center Report
J.
Media Items
OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile WeHare Board welcomes Input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests for
special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING
MEETINGS:

January 20, 11:00 a.m.-3:00p.m.· 50th Anniversary Kickoff
February 8, 9:00 a.m.-Regularly scheduled Board meeting

Prior to addressing the Board, we would appreciate your stating your name, the name of the
organization you represent (H appropriate) and your address for the record.

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

;----------------------------------------------~----------------

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of December 14, 1995
MINUTES
Present:

Donna McRae, Chair; Martha Maddux, Vice Chair; Frank B. Diamond,
Jr., M.D., Secretary; Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Frank Quesada;
Judge Dee Anna Farnell; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Thomas R. Moriarty;
Myrtle Smith-Carroll; James E. Mills, Executive Director; Terry Smiljanich,
Board Counsel; Amy Daly, Executive Assistant

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:02a.m.
Prior to the motion to approve the agenda, Mr. Mills added Item Ill. C. - Architectural
Contract, GLS Construction Services, Inc.

Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the agenda of the December 14, 1995
regular meeting as amended.

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the November 9, 1995
regular meeting.

Ms. McRae made a presentation to Sue Walterick, Finance Manager, with the
Government Finance Officers Association's Award of Financial Reporting Achievement
for Fiscal Year ended September 30, 1994.

Motion:
CCYD

Mr. Moriarty moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to increase the Fiscal Year 1995-96 Cash Forward
by $2,880 for Community Change for Youth Development implementation
activities and increase the budget for JWB Administration, Community
Planning and Development, from $577,831 to $580,711.
Fiscal Impact: Cash Forward in the FY 1995-96 budget will be increased
from $1 ,568,626 to $1 ,571 ,506. Community Planning and Development
will increase from $577,831 to $580,711 .

Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
Motion:
50th Anniv. carried unanimously to transfer $50,000 from the Designated Fund
Fund
Balance-Anniversary to the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund
from $25,000 to $75,000 and decreasing the Designated Fund BalanceAnniversary to $0.
Fiscal Impact: The transfer of $50,000 from the Designated Fund
Balance-Anniversary to the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund will

,,

decrease the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to $0, and increase
the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund from $25,000 to $75,000.
Following compliments from the Board on the extra effort staff made to maximize the
Equipment and Renovation funds and a question from Dr. Diamond on the need for a
pulse oximeter by the Community Health Centers-Mother and Child Center, a motion
was ·made:
Motion:
E&R Fund

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve Equipment and Renovation funding
requests in the amount of $77,741 to the following:
Girls, Inc., $908; Pinellas County Urban League, Project Success,
$1 ,379; Pinellas County Urban League, Comprehensive Services,
$12,255; Family Service Centers, $4,741; Boys and Girls Clubs of the
Suncoast, $3,602; Friends of the Deaf Services Center, PEACH and
Neighborhood Center, $9,630; Community Pride Child Care, $1 0,373;
Girls, Inc., $1,655; Florida Parent Child, $1 ,339; St. Jerome Catholic
Church Childhood Center, $3,486; Youth Homes of Florida, Plantation
House I, $3,355; Community Alliance of Pinellas for Aids, Inc., $5,170;
Resource Center for Women, $2,705; Community Camping Council,
$1 ,395; Brookwood-A Young Women's Residence, $2,841; Ervin's All
American Youth Club, $3,602; Citizen's Alliance for Progress, $1 ,287;
CASA, $2,296; Pinellas Village, $2,752; Suncoast Children's Theater,
$3,470; Grief Recovery Centers, $787.
Fiscal Impact: The Equipment and Renovation Fund of $80,000 would
be reduced by $77,741, leaving a balance of $2,259.

Prior to a motion to engage an outside contractor to undertake an evaluation of all job
descriptions, the classification/salary plan and appropriate pay grades and salary
ranges, Board questions centered on employee productivity and efficiency,
compensation, including bonuses and whether the motion should be tabled until
January.
Motion:
Salary/
Class.
Plan

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which
carried by majority to authorize engagement of an outside contractor to
undertake for the Juvenile Welfare Board an evaluation of all job
descriptions, the classification/salary plan and appropriate pay grades
and salary ranges. Voting "Yes": Ms. McRae, Ms. Maddux, Dr.
Diamond, Commissioner Parks, Dr. Hinesley, Judge Farnell, Judge
Quesada, Mr. Moriarty. Voting "No": Ms. Smith-Carroll.
Fiscal Impact: Not anticipated to exceed $10,000.

During discussion of the staff recommendation to engage a contractor to provide

•

c

architectural drawings of the building at 4140 49th Street North in anticipation of a
signed lease agreement with HAS, questions and comment from the Board included
a recommendation that JWB enter into an "Agreement to Lease" with HAS; and
information that A-Club had discussed intent to purchase the property at their previous
Board meeting. Mr. Mills explained that JWB staff had informed the real estate
company representing A-Club of lease negotiations with HAS.
Motion:
Arch.
Serv.
Contract

Dr. Diamond moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to enter into a contract with GLS Construction
Services, Inc. in the amount of $15,980 to supply JWB with all technical
documents necessary to meet HAS/state requirements for leasing space
and the documents necessary for construction and/or replacement of rest
rooms, HVAC and electrical systems as identified by the state
requirements contingent upon receipt of an Agreement to Lease from
HAS with 30 days from receipt.
Fiscal Impact: The balance of the building reserve payable account as
of 10/01195 was $216,877 and would be reduced by $15,980.

During the Information portion of the meeting a presentation on Youth Builders was
made by Mayor Rita Garvey of Clearwater. Following questions and comment from
the Board, it was recommended that JWB staff and the City of Clearwater work toward
a resolution that would enable the program to be funded.
Other information items included presentations by Dr. Camot Nelson on the Healthy
Families program and Dr. Starr Silver on the Total Family Strategies program; JWB
Legislative Priorities; Strategic Planning Update; "Good News from the Agencies";
Personnel Report for November, at which point Mr. Mills introduced new employees,
Janice Mellnick-Dooley and Barbara Reinhart; Financial Report for November; Site
Visit Schedule and Summaries; Training Center Report; Media Items and an update
on the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative.
During the Open Agenda portion of the meeting, Dr. Diamond requested an update on
the subsidized child care waiting list. In addition, Bilal F. Habeeb-ullah of the North
Greenwood Community Family Center expressed his concerns to the Board regarding
the RFP review process for the North Greenwood Neighborhood Family Center. Dr.
Diamond suggested to Mr. Habeeb-ullah that he prepare written information to Mr.
Mills that would be shared with the Board and discussed at the next Board meeting.
Commissioner Parks suggested that the information also contain any actions Mr.
Habeeb-ullah feel should be taken.
Adlourn:

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Hinesley seconded that the meeting
adjourn at 11 :47 a.m.

:--~------------~----------------~~~------------

Item II.A
Regular Meeting 01/11796

Action
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
,/
H. Browning Spence, Director,
Services f/f!JS.
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Community Planning and Development

Directo~
ec!'m~~n~y

Requested Action
Approval is sought to enter into an agreement with Public/Private Ventures, Inc.
(P/PV) to implement a Community Change for Youth Development (CCYD)
Initiative. An award of $175,000 will be received from Public/Private Ventures, Inc.
to support the initiative from January 12, 1996 - December 30, 1996. It is
anticipated that the Contract will be renewed in January 1997. (FY 95196 $131 ,400; FY 96/97 - $175,000)

Options
1.

a) Authorize staff to execute an agreement with Public Private Ventures,
Inc. to implement a Community Change for Youth Development Initiative in
the Childs Park neighborhood in St. Petersburg,
b) Decrease the FY 1995-96 Revenue Budget, Miscellaneous Revenues,
Public/Private Ventures from $170,000 to $131,400, decrease the
Transitional program budget from $280,502 to $241 ,902.
c) Authorize staff to execute a contract with the City of St. Petersburg in the
amount of $12,000 ($6,000 JWB Transitional program funding and
$6,000 P/PV revenue) to hire a recreation worker to support the Teen
Council component of the CCYD Initiative.

2.

Deny the request.

3.

Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

c
1

Recommended Action
1.

a) Authorize staff to execute an agreement with Public/Private
Ventures, Inc. (P/PV) to Implement a Community Change for Youth
Development Initiative In the Childs Park neighborhood In St.
Petersburg.
b) Decrease the FY 1995-96 Revenue Budget, Miscellaneous Revenues,
Public/Private Ventures from $170,000 to $131,400, decrease the
Transitional program budget from $280,502 to $241 ,902.
c) Authorize staff to execute a contract with the City of St. Petersburg
In the amount of $12,000 ($6,000 JWB Transitional program funding
and $6,000 P/PV revenue) to hire a recreation worker to support the
Teen Council component of the CCYD Initiative.

Source of JWB Funds
In July of 1995, the Board approved using up to $170,000 of transitional dollars as
match for $170,000 of Public/Private Ventures funds. Those figures were based
on beginning the program on October 1, 1995. Since that time, P/PV has raised
the amount of dollars available to $175,000 for the calendar year (JanuaryDecember). Additional JWB match is not required.

Fiscal Impact
For the FY 1995-96 Operating Budget, it was projected that JWB would be
awarded $170,000 from Public/Private Ventures in support of the CCYD Initiative in
Childs Park. Due to the P/PV funding cycle, only $131 ,400 will be available during
FY 95-96. While P/PV is making $175,000 available per year, the term of their
contract is January 1996 through December 1996. Adjustments in the JWB
Revenue and Transitional program budgets are necessary to accommodate the
different fiscal years. Monies made available to JWB by P/PV under this contract
for October through December 1996 will be budgeted in the JWB FY 1996-97
Budget.

Narrative_______________________
The Juvenile Welfare Board has been engaged in a competitive planning process
for a Community Change for Youth Development Initiative (CCYD) since November
of 1994. At that time the Board authorized staff to begin formal negotiations with
Public/Private Ventures, Inc. for involvement in the planning and implementation of
a Community Change for Youth Development Initiative. JWB was awarded a
$10,000 planning grant which was to be used for planning activities to develop a
strategic plan for implementing the CCYD initiative in the Childs Park
neighborhood. Since that time, staff have been working closely with a community
group, the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC), to plan community based
2
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youth development activities. As was announced during the November 1995 Board
meeting, those efforts resulted in the Juvenile Welfare Board being selected as one
of three sites nationally to implement a Community Change for Youth Development
Initiative.
One unique part of this initiative is that it allows community residents to be actively
involved in developing the programs and services that are provided to the young
people who reside in their community. Another key variable is active youth
participation in the decision making process. The City of St. Petersburg's
Recreation Department routinely provides a part time recreation worker to staff a
teen council. The existing teen council provides an appropriate avenue for allowing
youth participation. Due to being part time, the City funded position had a high
rate of turnover. As a result, the teen council was continually in a state of
transition. The CPYIC determined that stabilizing the position by making it full time
would allow the teen council to grow (teen councils will be replicated throughout
the community) and would provide the young people who sit on the council an
opportunity to develop a sense of leadership by fully participating in the decision
making process.
During its July 1995 meeting the Board adopted a statement of principles for
establishing a memorandum of agreement with the Childs Park Youth Initiative
Council and authorized matching the P/PV grant with $170,000 of transitional
dollars. The Board also authorized establishing two positions to staff the effort,
funded equally through JWB and P/PV dollars. Those positions were a Program
Consultant II and a half-time Administrative Assistant. The progress of the entire
project will impact the future duties and responsibilities of the Program Consultant
II position. Based on those activities, a future reclassification review may be
appropriate. As the initiative has developed it has become clear to the CPYIC and
JWB staff that the staffing level for administrative support initially planned was
inadequate and the support staff will be increased to a full time position. The
Program Consultant will conduct many evening meetings and will be working with
groups in a variety of different sites throughout the community. During the day, the
Administrative Specialist will be a key point of contact with community residents as
well as providing the anticipated, extensive support to the' CPYIC and the Program
Consultant.
As indicated earlier, this project is truly community driven and community lead. As
such, the majority of the program activities will be conducted by volunteers instead
of by a contracted agency. Many of the expenses and functions that a contract
agency would assume will be the responsibility of CCYD staff and volunteers. The
P/PV contract limits the amount of P/PV funds being spent on staff to $75,000. The
total cost of the two positions will be approximately $75,632 therefore meeting that
requirement.
The CPYIC has identified the activities to be initiated during the first year of this
project. They are in the process of determining the costs associated with each
activity. Since this is a community driven process, community residents will be
called on to perform many of the activities and the majbrity Qf expenses will be for

:-

I
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program activities as opposed to administrative costs. A detailed budget
describing those costs along with the completed Memorandum of Understanding
between the CPYIC and JWB will be presented during the February Board meeting
for review and approval.
Staff Resources:

Maria Weston
Mary Romanik

s:\board\ccyd\December.95
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Action

Item II.B
Regular Meeting 1/11/96

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membcn

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director~
Walter G. Williams, Human Resourfe~ Manager~~

Requested Action
Approve the recommended changes to the Personnel Practices Manual
as proposed.

Options
1.

Approve the changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as
proposed.

2.

Deny all or any part of the above recommendations.

Recommended Action
1.

c

Approve the ehaoges to the Personnel Practices Manual as
proposed.

Fisad Impact
None

N~tive-------------------------------------------------------PERSONNEL PRACTICES MANUAL
The following recommended changes in the Personnel Practices Manual reflect actions
proposed by management. Input from staff was solicited through each department as
well as through the Employee Personnel Committee (EPC). Proposed revisions have been
prepared legislative style to illustrate both additional and deleted language.

SECTION V
5.111
A:ll reet~lar emplft)eu hired prh,r ttt adttptittn ttf these )Mtlide! (Jatn1ar' 18,
cmplo)ed 37.5 httal! per 'Week shall be eligible Mr annaal lean as Mlltt"s.

c

Thmach nine ,ears ttf se1 viee • 11.25 hrs. pe1 mttnth.
Ten ttr mtt1 e ,cars ttf sen ice 12:59 hrs. pe1 mttnth.

RATIONALE:

No longer needed.

198~

and

5:tH

5.111

5.1121

U11

S:ta

un

5:tH

~

S:tt5

Ul!

S:tt6

uu

S:tff

~

S:tt8

5all1

S:H9

Ul1

RATIONALE:

5.24

5.112 - 5.119 Change paragraph numbers due to elimination of
paragraph 5.111.

Part time regular employees are may be eligible for participation in group insurances at
their expense if participation is consistent with terms of current insurance contracts.

RATIONALE:

Added for clarification purposes. Current employees who work 30 hours
per week or more arc eligible for insurance. Current insurance contract
does not allow for coverage if working less than 30 hours per week.

SECTION VII
7.24

During the employee's provisionaJ employment period, he/she may be terminated at any
time with or without cause.at any time.

RATIONALE:

Not needed.

SECTION VIII
8.232

Provisional employment evaluations which have been completed within 60 days of routine
March er September evaluations may serve the purpose of a routine evaluation. The
provisional employment evaluation shall be supplemented to assure adequate
consideration of the subject matter to which the routine evaluation is addressed.

RATIONALE:
8.31

There are no March evaluations.

Evaluations are to be completed by the employee's immediate supervisor (as defined in
section 2.17). Other individuals who regularly exercise a an assigned coordination role in
the employee's day to day work activity may "With the cencar renee ef the ernpleyee,
formally or informally provide input into the employee's evaluation.

RATIONALE:

Current policy does not allow for praise or criticism from others to be
included in the annual performance evaluation unless the employee
approves. This was discussed with the EPC and they concurred in
removing this from the policy.

...

c

~

Each emoloyine unit shall develoP a olan which allows those emoloyees of that unit. who
desire to do so. to eyaluate their immediate suocryisor or asshmed coordinator. The
evaluation of the supervisor/coordinator will be com oleted on a form desiened and
approved for that purpose. The plan shall include provisions for review of the
emoloyee's evaluation by bieber manaeement levels as appropriate. The evaluation plan
must be filed with. and aporoved by. the Executive Director COHDl.

RATIONALE:

c

c

To allow employees a more active role in the evaluation process.
Recommended by the Performance Audit.

••
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Action

Item II.C
Regular Meeting 01/11/96

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

JY..~
James E. Mills, Executive Direct~
H. Browning Spence, Director, Co~unlty Services T/'<J
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Community Planning and Development

'

Requested

rft

~

~ction

Approval is sought to enter into an agreement with Head Start of Pinellas County
to implement a Department of Education Early Childhood Collaborative Partnership
Project. An award of up to $52,000 will be received from Head Start of Pinellas
County to support coordinating activities for a one year period consistent with the
grant award.

Options
1.

2.
3.

a. Authorize staff to execute an agreement with Head Start of Pinellas
County.
b. Approve the receipt of a Head Start of Pinellas County grant award of up
to $52,000.
c. Establish a FY 1995-96 JWB Administration, Pinellas Early Childhood
Collaborative budget category in the amount of $52,000.
d. Waive Section 2.15 of the Personnel Practices to allow a temporary
employee to work full time throughout the grant period.
Deny the request.
Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.

c

a. Authorize staff to execute an agreement with Head Start of Pinellas
County.
b. Approve the receipt of a Head Start of Pinellas County grant award
of $52,000.
c. Establish a FY 1995-96 JWB Administration, Pinellas Early
Childhood Collaborative budget category In the amount of $52,000.
d. Waive Section 2.15 of the Personnel Practices to allow a temporary
employee to work full time throughout the grant period.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
In the Fiscal Year 1995-1996 JWB Administration Budget, Pinellas Early Childhood
Collaboration will be established in the amount of $52,000. No additional JWB
dollars will be used. Funds currently budgeted for the Program Consultant II in the
Training Center will be used for the temporary position. JWB will be required to
provide benefits.

Narrativ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
During the October 1994 Board meeting the chief administrative officers from the
Pinellas County Schools, HAS, District V, the United Way of Pinellas County, Head
Start of Pinellas County, Success By 6, Pinellas County Education Foundation,
Coordinated Child Care, and the Juvenile Welfare Board began the process of
signing a Memorandum of Understanding to develop a plan for the specific design,
establishment and operation of an early childhood collaborative body for Pinellas
County. The collaborative body's purpose was to attract and maintain increased
resources; enhance the efficiency of existing resources and serve the existing child
care community programs by providing a conduit for sharing ideas, lessons learned
and experience, as well as a forum for joint decision making and implementation
activities. Members of the Collaborative meet on a monthly basis. In April of 1995
Mary Ann Goodrich, of the JWB Training Center, was assigned half-time to staff
the collaboration. A half-time temporary staff position was created in the Training
Center to assume those responsibilities Ms. Goodrich was relinquishing.
In its December 1995 Board packet, the Board received an Information Memo
describing the efforts and achievements of the Collaborative to date. Utilizing a
$1 0,000 planning grant from the Department of Education, the Collaborative
applied for and received $125,000 in continued funding effective December 1,
1995. The eligible applicant was the Pinellas Opportunity Council, Inc., Head Start
of Pinellas County will act as the fiscal agent. The Collaborative has requested
that the Juvenile Welfare Board contract through Head Start of Pinellas County to
provide a full time coordinator and specifically requested Ms. Goodrich be that staff
person. The requested action will reimburse JWB for the coordinator's salary,
fringe benefits and operating expenses.
With Ms. Goodrich no longer available in the Training Center, the current part-time
Program Consultant II position will move to full time status for a period not to
exceed one year. This will allow the .support currently provided by Ms. Goodrich to
the Children Services Committees to be assumed by the temporary staff. Funds
currently budgeted for Ms. Goodrich's position would be used for Increasing the
half-time status to full time, Section 2.15 of the Personnel Practices states that
temporary employment may not exceed six months. The term of the grant runs
until November 30, 1996, therefore a waiver of the six month provision is
necessary.

.

An effective working relationship has been established 4with all of the partners.
The ~ollaborative has been successful in stemming thf prolif~ration of state

•
mandated advisory committees and is rapidly becoming recognized as the early
childhood advisory body in Pinellas County, thereby eliminating the need for more
committees, councils, etc. The Collaborative has made significant progress during
the past nine months and has an ambitious work plan for the next year. The goals
of the Collaborative are as follows:
increase the availability of quality early care and education programs
increase the professionalism of early childhood providers thereby
improving the quality of programs
eliminate duplication of services
advocate for increased funding for early care and education programs
encourage coordination and collaboration efforts in the early care and
education system
coordinate efforts to provide a seamless delivery system
Entering into this agreement will allow the work plan to proceed without
interruption.
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

c
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Item 11.0

Action

Regular Meeting 1/11/96
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive

'

Director~~

Stephanie Judd, Director, Programs;!~

.
\._A

FJ....-f \)

Requested Acflon
The Board Is requested to terminate service contracts for the·Total Family
Strategy Programs currently operating at Directions for Mental Health, Inc. and
Family Service Centers of Pinellas County, Inc., effective March 29, 1996. The
Total Family Strategy Programs currently operating at Marriage and Family
Counseling of Pinenas, Inc., and at Suncoast Center for Community Mental
Health, Inc. would continue consistent with current contracts.

Options
1. Continue the Total Family Strategy Programs currently in operation at Marriage
and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. and Suncoast Center for Community
Mental Health, Inc. and terminate the contracts for the Total Family StrategY.
Programs currently operating at Directions for Mental Health, Inc. and Family
Service Centers of Pinellas County, Inc., effective March 29, 1996.

c

2. Continue the Total Fami~ Strategy Programs currently in operation at Marriage
and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. and Suncoast center for Community
Mental Health, Inc.; _place the Total Family Strategy Program currently in
operation at Family Service Centers of Pinellas COunty, rnc. on probation for six
(6) months, with continued funding dependent upon their success in bringing the
program into compliance; and terminate the contract for the Total Family Strategy
Program currently operating at Directions for Mental Health, Inc., effective March
29, 1996.
3. Continue the Total Family Strategy Programs currently in operation at Marriage
and Family Counseling of P1nellas, Inc. and Suncoast center for Community
Mental Health, Inc. and place the Total Family Strategy Pr99rams currently in
operation at Directions for Mental Health, Inc. and Family Service Centers of
Pinellas County, Inc. on probation for six (6) months, with continued funding
dependent upon their success in bringing their programs Into compliance.
4. Continue the Total Family Strategy programs currently in operation at
Directions for Mental Health, Inc., Family Service Centers of Pinellas County, Inc.,
Marriage and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. and Suncoast Center for
Community Mental Health, Inc. contingent upon the findings of the original plan to
evaluate the Total Family Strategy Programs through FY 1996-97.
5. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

c

Recommended Action
1. Continue the Total Family Strategy Programs currently In operation at
Marriage and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. and Suncoast Center for
Community Mental Health, Inc. and terminate the contracts for the Total

(

Family Strategy Programs currently operating at Directions for Mental
Health, Inc. and Family Service Centers of Pfnellas County, Inc., effective
March 29, 1996.

Source of JWB Funds
This action involves FY 1995-96 Continuation Budget dollars that have already
been allocated. No additional funds are requested.

Fiscal Impact
Approval of Option 1 would result in a savings of approximately $147,000
representinQ half of the current allocation to Directions for Mental Health, Inc. and
Family Serv1ce Centers of Pinellas County, Inc. during FY 1995-96.
Approval of Option 2 would result in a savings of approximately $78,000
representing half of the current allocation to Directions for Mental Health, Inc.
during FY 1995-96.
Approval of Option 3 or Option 4 would have no fiscal impact for FY 1995-96.

Nanafive____________________________________________
The Total Family Strategy (TFS) pr~ram beQan operations on October 1, 1992.
JWB funding for TFS lncfuded a port1on of ex1sting resources previously allocated
to clinical counseling and newly allocated second half mil dollars. Four aQ,encies
(Directions for Mental Health, Family Service Centers, Marriage and Family
Counseling, and Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health) designedthe
program with the understanding that all four agencies would utilize the same
model. The four provider agencies, JWB and the Florida Mental Health Institute
(FMHI - the entity contractea to provide an independent outside evaluation)
participated in a year of planninp prior to the TFS implementation. TFS has been
operational for three years and IS currently into Its fourth year of service.
TFS is designed to be an early intervention program with a long range goal of
assuring maximum family self-sufficiency. The program's three primary
components are case management, counselin~ and wrap-around serv1ces. TFS
is a home-based, family centered program des1gned to serve young families and
families with young children who are at risk of developing soc1al problems of such
a nature that the family appears destined to need extensive, costly services (the
so-called •million dollar familf). Specific processes and strategies (as outlined in
Attachment A of this memo) were to be an integral part of service delivery.
Attachment B - a Task Force Memorandum of 3/16192 -outlines the Board
adopted characteristics for the Total Family Strategy. Eligibility for the program as
contained in the TFS contracts was to be limited to families who were JlQl chronic
users of social services whose problems were JlQl long-standing, but for whom
future chronic, long term use could be reasonably predicted. Services (which
were intended to be short-term, ~ime limited•, generally up to one year) were to
consist of three well-defined stages: active, aftercare and follow-up. Each of the
four aQencies was expected to serve 40 new families annually. An interagency
counc1l consisting of top management from all four agencies, representatives from
JWB, FMHI and TFS staff meets on a__
regular basis to oversee the program and

address system-wide TFS issues. All TFS staff meet on a regular basis to
discuss issues related to service delivery.
During Total Family Strategy's first year of operation the JWB contract
management responsibilities remained with the JWB contract manager regularly
assigned to each of the four agencies. (Since one contract manager had
responsibility for two of the TFS provider agencies, this resulted in TFS contract
management being provided by three contract managers.) Durin~ this time, the
contract managers visited all four TFS programs, provided techmcal assistance
and offered sug~estions for improvement. All three contract managers attended
TFS team meet1ngs, lntera~ency Council meetings and various individual
meetings with their respect1ve agencies. In late November of 1993, in a deliberate
effort to eliminate the TFS contract management decentralization that included
three contract managers, JWB reassigned the TFS contract management
responsibilities to a single contract manager. This was done to allow for a single
point of contact within JWB and to ensure that the TFS pr~rams were being
managed from a more global, uniform perspective. An additional advantage to
the reassignment was the fact that the current contract manager has been
involved with TFS from a planning perspective during its pre-implementation stage
and had participated in the team meetings, Interagency Council meetings, TFS
evaluation meetings and various meetings with the individual agencies. Thus, the
current contract manager has both an historical perspective as well as a first hand
knowledge and understanding of the TFS concept and all of Its facets.

c

From December of 1993 through February of 1995, the JWB contract manager
continued to meet with the Interagency Council, the TFS team, the FMHI
evaluator and appointed TFS staff from each of the four agencies. Technical
assistance was provided and suggestions for program improvement were
continually offered to all four TFS provider agencres collectively and individually.
Beginning in March of 1995 and extending through August of 1995 JWB staff
conducted an extensive series of site visits and l)rogram review/evaluation.
During this time period, the FMHI evaluator Dr. Starr Silver, was also conducting
her evaluation using an in-depth, case study methodology. Although JWB staff
and FMHI purposely conducted their reviews independently of each other and
without consulting with each other during the time of their reviews, the results of
both reviews were amazingly similar. In essence, JWB staff found all four
programs to be out of compliance with their contracts in so far as none of the
programs were fully conducting TFS according to the methodology in their
contracts. The degree of variance ranged from minimal to major and is outlined
on the attached program matrix (Attachment C).
Based on an extensive review and analysis of their TFS findings, JWB staff
recommend that only the TFS prggrams at Marriage and Family Counseling
(MFC) and Suncoast Center for Community Mental (SCCMH) should be
continued.

c

MFC is the only one of the four agencies that has been able to consistently meet
its minimum service level of serving 40 new families per year. Based on this
agency's three year track record; the level of upper management's involvement;
the degree to which this agency has implemented most of the program's
processes and strategies, as well as staff's knowledge, understanding of and
commitment to continuing to develop, fine-tune and Implement the model, JWB
staff believe that MFC wiTt easily bring its program into contract compliance during
this fiscal year. Specifically, the only program modification needed is for staff to
revise and implement their plan for building community support.

3

Upper level management and key staff at SCCMH understand and are committed
to implementing the TFS concept. Many of the TFS processes and strategies are
in place. SCCMH upper management has identified issues impeding the
program's progress and are taking stefS to address them. Therefore, based on
SCCMH's level of upper management s involvement in improving the program's
implementation; key staff's understanding of the TFS concept and a commitment
to implement TFS as It was designed; as well as the agency's continuing track
record of a commitment to positive change, JWB staff believe that SCCMH can
brin~ its TFS program into contract compliance during this fiscal year through
min1mal staff training/retraining, improving their strength-based approach to
service delivery, ana improving the individualized family support plans.
.
Staff recommends that the TFS contracts with Directions and Family Service
Centers be terminated effective March 29, 1996.
The TFS program currently In place at Directions utilizes the medical model. A
medical model requires a diagnosis based upon a deficit and seeks to .,ix 11•
rather than focusing on family strengths, the basis of the TFS program. Staff do
not have a clear understanding of the TFS concept and have not adhered to the
model. Although the TFS policy (according to Its design and contract) Is to involve
the whole famiry, staff at Directions have adamantly maintained that this is not ·
necessary for success. Despite numerous directives from JWB to serve families
holistically, staff maintain the appropriateness of serving only those family
members who want to be involved and continue to do so. Families served tend to
have more deep-end, long standing Involvement in mental health, criminal and
juvenile justice systems than is appropriate for this program's target population.
Their TFS program Is too focused on therapy with decisions based totally on their
therapeutic value and effect. Additionally, TFS at Directions has a history of poor
periormance. With a stated QOal of serv1ng 40 new families per year (for a total of
120 over three years), Direct1ons served a total of only 54 families (45% of the
tar9et) over three years. A random sample review of the program's records
ind1cated that while files contained information necessary for billing purposes,
actual information relative to the family's status was sketchy and indicated that
some families received few services other than assessments. Since Directions
frequently keeps cases on active status for extended periods of time rather than
closing them only to re-open should the family return for additional services, It is
very possible that in any given year, the number of stated active cases could be
higher than the number ol those actively receiving services. To bring this TFS
program into compliance, major revisions would need to occur. Specifically,
upper management and all TFS staff would need to be re-trained In all aspects of
the TFS model. The use of the medical model would need to be abandoned.
More appropriate families would need to be identified and served. In essence,
Directions would need to stop doing business as usual and move in a new .
direction -something they have thus far been unable to accomplish.
At Family Service Centers (FSC) the TFS program currently In place Is basically a
continuation of FSC's former Single Parent Program (SPP) with a new name.
Although in theory there are major differences between SPP and TFS which
require different methods of service delivery in order to achieve successful
outcomes , in practice at FSC the differences are minimal. Since TFS began,
FSC has lacked a basic understanding of TFS, continuing to see it as an
extension of their former program. FSC management chose not to follow the TFS
staffing pattern or program design. Despite directives from JWB to adhere to the
program's design, FSC made no changes until late summer of 1995 when staff
tum-over and a JWB initiated budget adjustment for FY 95-96, basically forced the

issue. Despite JWB's directives to revise their intake process and marketing
strategy, the program continues to serve families headed by low-income single
females almost exclusively. As with Directions, major program revisions would be
necessary to bring this program into contract compliance. While indications from
the new Executive Director indicate a sincere des1re to bring the program in line
with the original intent, staff feels this would require involvement 1n the program
directly on a day to day basis in order to effect the massive revisions necessary.
Due to other on-going management issues and responsibilities at FSC, it does not
appear that the intensive involvement needed is either realistic or in the best
interests of the other JWB programs for which the agency holds contracts.
Discontinuing the programs at Directions and Family Service Centers effective
March 29, 1996, will allow ample time for both programs to transition families
currently being served by referring those families to other appropriate services
within the agency, refernng families to either of the Total Family Strategy
programs which will continue, or closing the case If appropriate.
During the next several months staff will be reviewing the potential for reallocating
the savings generated by discontinuing these two current prosrams. A
recommendation will be made as part of the FY 96-97 budget1ng process.

c
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Staff Resource Person: Lynn HUdebrand

ATTACHMENT A

TOTAL FAMILY STRATEGY PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Processes
According to the metho~qlQgy common to all four agencies and contained
in their contracts with JWH,- the process elements for accomplishing the
TFS program objectives include:
.

1. System-wide coordination of services
2. Written interagency agreements

3. System-wide evaluation in collaboration with the Florida
Mental Health Institute (FMHI)
4. Emphasis of family strengths and empowerment
S.

EmP.hasis on building natural support systems withm

neigbboih~ and communities

Strategies
The JWB contract further states that the strategies to accomplish these
goals include:

1. Comprehensive familY. assessment within the home and •
community to identify neeCls and strengths and to establish a case plan,
2. Provision of parenting skills trainin& to include: listening
skills, .compe~npy and esteem bUilding, child development and
appropnate disc1plfne,
3. Case management and client advocacy,
4. Family counseling - in-homes and other natural settings,
S. Wrap-around funding (10-20% of budget) to prt!vide a "safety
net" of services to families, (SeiVices may mclude: transportation,
medical, s~elte~'--food, dental, ~espite care education, p~_profess1o~ and
other semces me case manager 1S unab1e to locate WJtliout cost m the
communitY.. Wrap-around service funding is temporary rather than
sustaining.)
6. Community building throu~ the identification of resources in
the neighborhoOd that may prov1de a support system for isolated families,
7. Self-help gt:Oups to assist families maintain gains
and resolve problems within their community.
8. Flexible staff hours to meet the needs of the family, and
9. The establishment of a paY.-back system allowing families

to contribute in whatever way they are able.
·...
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ATTACHMENT B

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
4140 FORTY-NINTH ST. N. • ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33709-5797
(813) 521-1853 • FAX (813) 528-0803
An Equ11 Opportunity Employer
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Total Family SD'I1el)' Task Faa

FROM:

Jim MDls,

It£:

Planning far TocaJ FamiJy SIIUeJ)'

DA'IE:

Marcb 16. 1992

Ex~udve Direcu:w ·1WB~

Today we embark on a new anc! exciting mission 10 desip from lhe pound up 1 c:otlabcndve model Car delivery ltlViccs 10 flmiliel
in &heir entirety. We are feuercd atlhis aage only by those limits we ourselves plac:e on our idW.S and goals. We have 1 mre
opportunity 10 do some&hing very special for &he families or Pinellas County, our professions and perhaps even Car c:ommunides ~e~ms
lhe COUNJ)' IS &hey SlrUJilc wi&h how 10 meet the needs d families in our COUDU)' IOCSay. We are also embarking 011 I oew l)'llall
8CCOU!tllbility initiative 10 be coupled wi&h our ucdle:ru popam 1cc:ournabilil)' models which have been in place for years. New
roles and new demands will be required of aJI or us IS we move from &he present, d wbkb we c:an III be proud. 10 1 fU~Ure. wbicb
101De4ay we will look back upon with pide. If il doan'l Jeem like lbal big11hing -lben &um the adesc:ope around, lnd let's pt
..ud on lhallrip ot alife&ime.

.

We have same gcncnJ piddines wiiJUD wbicll we beJin Ibis joumey. ney .-e:
A IOARP APPROVED DESIGN CHABArnBJmCS

J.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
I.
'·
10.
1 J.

12.
13.

c

14.
IS.
16.
17.

Ultimate cue management respansibility.
.
MWmum collaboration and c:oonSilwion with o&bc:r lriVice povidcn; wriueD lerVice pocaco1s
Comprehensive family useumeaL
In-house or community-based services as opposed 10 1 ndiuonal omc:e-bued ddivery model.
Active family illvolvemeat in JOII«Uin& and cate-planning and aubsequeat ~smems and revision of plans IDd
Clbje.c&Ms.
CoruroUed cue loads or 10 10 2S IS opposed 10 lbe Sao I cate load of inlCDSive family-baed .vice models.
Sbon-acnn pimary inlerventicm 1venaina 61D011lbs 101 ,ear.
·
Flexible but disciplined decision-makiDg reprdina waisions of .mc:e or fu1ure rwDII)' 10 abe poJI"mm.
Development or .aepped down. ar Jess inlmsive lriVice inleMildon wilh arowin& reliance onlelf-belp and mlllllll aid
IUalegies as IWi opriate and which recopiz.e abe possible Deed far caminuin& auppanive .W..
Planned follow-up far cwo years aftt.r terViceJ c:oncW
Servic:e ouu:omes defmed in tams oliDCial func:DaaiD&; i.e., demansnaed familylelf-sutriCiaq,lllble employmeal,
absence or involvement wi&h crimiDaJI,ju¥enile justice I)'Sitm, c:bild prolt:Ciive ICI'Yice refemls, aut4-bome
placements, mtplanned bousin& changes or moves. IUbs&anc:e abuse. domeaic violence. improved belllh, ICbool
performance and IUCndanc:c. inaeased wra-curricular or community involvement and ICbievemcm.
Ulilizatit11 or amaJI-poup n lelf-belp snregies.
Employment of pro(essiaaal and JIII'IP'OI'essianal Iliff diffcradially in lelm models, preferably with professionaJ aacia1
work dircctitl1.
SySlanllic uacking of refarals and receipt or lei'Vices from ocher qenc:ies.
Formal participation of f1111ily ia c:osts or JeiVice on 1 c:ash (slidingiCale) or in-kind (c:ommunity ICMce) buis.
Assurance or telf-refemJ (or family iai•ia•ed) erury inao program IS weD as qency refenal.
Sysa.ematic identification of SWUIDr)', reauWory or policy barriers hampering the timely and etfeaive deiiYC'I')' of
IICI"Yices 10 individual families.
.

THOMAS R. MORIARTY, Chairman

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director
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B. BOARD APPBOYED JWB CONTINUING BESPQNSIBD.JTJES

This type or major S)'Siem dwaae wouJd obviously place increa.se4 demands and expeclations on 1WB staf'f' iD addition 10 normal
fiscal and contract monilOrina. The roUowina additional or expanded responsibilities would be asswned wilh wstina bud&e&ld
resourc&

1.
2.
3.

.t.
5.
6.

7.
I.

t.

10.

II.
C.

TedmicaJ assistance lhrouaoout each qency•s proaram deveJopmem.
AssiSWlce in ne&otillin& and coneludin& intenaeoq proiOCOls (whe&het lhey be for one or aD four panitipadaa

•aencia>

.

Assistance in addressina inronnllion sJwin& and mana&ement. confidentiality. reremJ p-otoc:ots and Olher iss1a
DeeeSSIJ)' 10 develop. wortina suppcn S)'Slem and framework ror lhe panjcipatin& P'OJ1111DL
.
Assis&ance in evaluation desian and establishment or oui.COme objectives. some of which are common 10 aD propama
and o&hrzs individually responsive 10 lhe unique tlw'aeleristics or each prosriiiL
Assessment or Support of lhe Total famDy Strll.el)' iDdivi&W Camily plans by holh panicipatina and support ~&'""de~
Assistance 10 each Ileac)' in devdopnent or iLS OWD inll:mal plan for llafl' ninin& and superviliDIL
.
Identification or &rairlin& requirements beyond lhe inlemiJ capacity or lhe pankipatin& qencies and/or commca
1rainin& needs amona l.he panicipalin& qencies. and securina those reJOUn:el iD • timely ftsbiaa
AssiSWlce 10 panjcipatina qencies iD recruitment or qualified Iliff.
.
Development or specifiC iaformational IIWt.:riaJs reaardin& lhe initiative far lbe human ICI'Vic:e ccmmunit)' ud abe
community at larp.
Reaularly converlin& and tacilitllin& or meednas or appropria1e Iliff or the panicipetin& aaeocles 10 identify commaa
problems and needs or panicipllina qencies and initia~e. efforu at problem molu&iaD.
Development of publit poliq initiaDva rclleclina bllrirzs and pps identified by panicipalin& qeac:iiL .

JWBIAOENCY CONSENSUS

A1ency lnvolvanc:m: OD November 25, 1991 JWB llafl' and lbe Euc:ulive Direcun met a reached the followiD& can.,•,.
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Q.

'1be deliwry or more c:ompreheasive family len'ica is a desirable Jana·ranae ~I>' from bo&b policy a dil8ct
terVic:e penpecdves.
'1be concepwa1 frlmewort or lhe To&at family Saasen is reasonable a paenas no~ poblems 10 lhe apacie&.
1be accomplishment or &he TocaJ family SuaLeJY will requin redirection or eliJ&in& I'CIOID'CeL
1be objective or ane-lhird or c:ounJt1in& raources iD TocaJ family Suasqy a ~lbird's of raources iD ndilimll
clinical ler'Yica is re&IONb1e.
•
1be shiftina emphasis does DOl rtpraentiJI ahandonmem or IUppQI'l or shan-lam clinical
appropriale means 10 address lhe Deeds or families.
It is notlhe inlenlion lhallhe Tocal family SUII.eiY subsume shan-tam clinical iDir.maliaD.
'lbe pJannin& procciS for impJemenwiaa ol abe TocaJ family SneaY lbauld be a collabcnlive WIUIIre of aD taar

inu:rvemiaal•.

~Mth~~~-~~

R

L
J.
X.

.

1be plannin& procc&S JhouJd be pared 1D lbe developmell or llin&le model10 be implemenled by aD four qencieL
1bere is a panicular need 1D dlrify the lqe& populalion IDCS develop FNI()Dible ouacomes iD relaliaDsh.ip ID lbe llrpl
J'OPUlatioa,len&th or lerYic:a ud resoura:s avai1lble. •
1be &oca1 family SlnLeJ)' as developed lhou1d -.k 10 minimir& abe implcl an exUUn& au1plliem ISYices.
Tbe I)'IWil acc:oun&ability componeal or a TocaJ Family SD'IICJY Deeds 10 be liveD puw pominmr# DC! lbe aaique
ro1c lhe panicipl1in& aaeaciea wiD play iD 11w proc:c~~aDder'aood.
·

I taPe also iDcluded a copy ollbe demalit IDCS &imeaable • well • a capy ollhe draft case ~D~n~p~DCDtiiiDdlrds from the Nalioaal
AaocW1on ol Social Warkcn. Olher IDIIaials C8D be pr'O\'ided. ad lbe JWB lJlary lhouJd be aeeo as • iDiepiJ Jllft ollbis dian.

.

I
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ATTACHMENT C
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ISSUES

MFC

SCCMH

FSC

OMH

Understands TFS Concept

YES

YES

NO

NO

Adheres to TFS Model

YES

MOSTLY

NO

NO

Uses Strength-Based Approach

YES

IN PART IN PART

Total Family Involved

YES

YES

YES

NO

Services are Short-Term

YES

YES

NO

NO

Focus on Early Intervention

YES

YES

NO

NO

Serves Appropriate Families

YES

MOSTLY

NO

NO

Blends Therapy w/Social Work

YES

MOSTLY MOSTLY

Serves All Income Levels

YES

YES

NO

NO

Has Well-developed Team

YES

NO

NO

NO

Uses Team Approach with Clients

YES

IN PART

NO

NO

Good Internal Communication

YES

MOSTLY

NO

NO

Low Staff Tumover

YES

YES

YES

NO

Maintains Accurate Statistics

YES

YES

NO

NO

Meets Minimum Service Levels

YES

NO

NO

NO

Keeps Records In Good Order

YES

YES

MOSTLY

NO

Upper Management Involved

YES

YES

NO

NO

System Coordination Addressed
Use Interagency Agreements
Builds Community Support

/CJ

NO

NO

IN PART IN PART IN PART

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

IN PART

NO

NO

NO

4
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Action

ITEM II.E

Regular Meeting 1/11/96
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrect"""'.,.rl
H. Browning Spence, Director, c;n\.:unlty

1

JM J__

Servlcesq~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve entering into agreements with the United Way of
Pinellas and the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Service for implementation of
a Youth As Resources \'fAR) Project.

Options
1.
Approve entering into a contract with the United Way of Pinellas and an
intergovernmental agreement with Pinellas County for a Youth as Resources Project.
2.

Authorize JWB Administration to hire staff and implement the program.

3.

Conduct a competitive request for proposal process.

4.

Any other action the Board wishes.

Recommended Action
1. a. Allocate up to $20,000 to the United Way to act as fiscal agent for the YAR
Project Youth Grants.
b. Allocate up to $33,050 to Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Service to
hire staff to coordinate the YAR Project.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 95-96 Request for Proposal, Early Intervention.

Fiscal Impact
FY 95-96 Request for Proposal, Early Intervention will be reduced by $53,050 leaving
a balance of $40,597.

.. .

NARRATIVE______________________________________
The JWB 1995-96 budget included $61,000 for the implementation of a Youth as
Resources Project (YAR). Youth as Resources, developed by the National Crime
Prevention Council, is a youth planned and delivered community service program.
Youth identify a community need, develop a plan and budget, and present the
proposal to a YAR Board made up of youth and adults. If approved, youth are
responsible for implementing the plan and providing program and fiscal reports to the
YAR Board. YAR staff provide technical assistance to the youth groups as they
implement their projects. Grants are small, typically in the $500 to $1,500 range. In
other communities, YAR projects have included: a home repair service for the elderly,
park renovation, developing a fitness trail, youth mentoring children, substance abuse
prevention activities, etc.
YAR is based on the belief that if young people know they can contribute to solving
serious problems in their community, they are eager to get involved. Through YAR,
young people gain the self-esteem that comes from helping others, making their
community a better place, and teaming new skills in the process.
In June, eight youth were hired by JWB to develop a plan for implementing YAR.
They were asked to develop public awareness strategies for YAR and a request for
proposals. The youth organized a YAR fair to promote the YAR concept which was
held on October 14 with over 500 people in attendance. Seventeen organizations and
youth groups sponsored carnival type activities for the youth. A representative from
the National Crime Prevention Council in Washington, DC, Valerie Banks, provided
information on the YAR concept as it is being implemented in many locations in the
Country.
The youth developed a request for proposals, but after contacting YAR projects
around the Country, recommended against a competitive RFP process. The YAR
projects recommended finding a neutral body to implement the YAR concept. A
drawback in some YAR projects has been that if a particular youth serving group
implements the project, often a particular target group of youth is emphasized and not
youth in general. The youth wanted all Pinellas County youth to have the opportunity
to participate and recommended that the JWB operate the program directly. Since
YAR is a direct service youth development project (with fund allocation as a key
component), staff felt that direct JWB administration was not the most appropriate
option. In discussions with the youth committee, a collaboration model was proposed
as a way to ensure a neutral perspective and utilize the strengths of two other
organizations: the United Way and the Cooperative Extension.
United Way brings experience with fund allocation and links to the business
community, and the Cooperative Extension brings a long history in youth leadership
training and development. Both organizations are willing to enter into a collaboration
with the Juvenile Welfare Board to implement the YAR. A steering committee of the
three organizations and youth will be form_ed to oversee the collaboration. Specific

y

•

responsibilities of the United Way include: acting as fiscal agent for the $20,000 grant
pool to be disbursed to youth groups, appointing representatives to the Y AR
Allocations Board, training in the allocations review process, and providing linkage to
the business community. United Way will provide all services on an lnkind basis.
Specific responsibilities of the Cooperative Extension Service include: project
coordination, leadership training for the YAR Board members, technical assistance to
the youth group grantees, project promotion, appointing representatives to the YAR
Allocations Board, and coordinating training for prospective youth group grantees.
JWB will appoint representatives to the YAR Allocations Board, serve on the steering
committee and lead development of the evaluation plan. JWB will take a lead role in
media placement of YAR activities with appeal to a wide audience.
The Cooperative Extension Service will hire a 3/4 time youth specialist to oversee the
project. Expenses of the project incurred by Cooperative Extension and funded
through the JWB agreement that are in addition to the staff include: postage, printing,
project promotion, office supplies and limited contracted secretarial support.
Cooperative Extension will provide as an inkind contribution to the project: travel,
communicati.ons, printing, office supplies, operating supplies, publications,
photography, and supervision.

C

A total of $53,050 is proposed for the nine month project in 1995-96. The current
year's budget provides for start up expenses, therefore it exceeds 9/12 of the $61,000
annualbudget.
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

•

•
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Item II.F.
Regular Meeting 1/11/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Stephanie W. Judd, Director,

P~~

-ib
•.

Flna

Requested Action

The Tampa Bay Holocaust Memorial Museum and Educational Center requests
FY 95-96 funding in the amount of $5,000 to help offset transportation costs for
Pinellas County students to attend the Anne Frank exhibit from January 9, 1996
through March 6, 1996.
Options

1. Allocate $5,000 to the Tampa Bay Holocaust Memorial Museum and
Educational Center for FY 1995-96.
2. Allocate a different amount as the Board may deem appropriate.
3. Deny the request.

c

Recommended Action
1. Allocate $5,000 to the Tampa Bay Holocaust Memorial Museum and
Educational Center for FY 1995-96.
Source of JWB Funds

Transitional Fund
Fiscal Impact

The FY 1995-96 Transitional Fund will be reduced from $ 400,000 to $ 395,000.
Narrative_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Tampa Bay Holocaust Memorial Museum and Educational Center was
founded in 1989 and incorporated in 1991 to memorialize the Holocaust by
teaching the lessons of the Holocaust to area school children and adults. The
Museum serves a seven county area on Florida's West Coast. It is a repository
for photographs memorabilia, books, films, video tapes, and other materials from
and about the era. The Museum and Gallery, Library and Study Center are
designed to shed light on the Holocaust, World War II and the events leading up
to it. Through the use of exhibits and curriculum materials developed by the
Center, it is shown that in a democracy, tolerance and understanding must prevail
over fear and discrimination.

c

The Museum has the opportunity to repeat the Anne Frank in the World: 1929 to 1945

exhibit which was presented for the first time in Tampa Bay in 1992. This exhibit
examines a life and environment of Anne Frank and through the studies of the
humanities educates the public about conditions of society that led up to the
Holocaust. The exhibit gives concrete form to the words expressed by a teenage

.. . ..
girl in Nazi occupied Holland. It places the Frank family history in the historical
context of the period showing a broad picture of developments during the Nazi
era. The focus of the exhibit then narrows to observe in detail the daily life in Nazi
Germany and occupied Holland. Four themes are discussed through lectures, the
exhibit, curriculum materials, literary materials and video tapes. These themes
are:
1.

Discrimination is cruel and i"ational.

2.

Ordinary Citizens discriminate.

3.

Discrimination is a matter ofpersonal choice.

4.

Discrimination and racism not only existed in the past, bill still exists today.

The exhibit targets school children In the 7th and tenth grades. In the seventh
and/or eighth grade students are exposed to the Holocaust through the Diary of
Anne Frank in book, film, or theatre form. In the upper grades of High School,
most students study world history studying units on World War II. Holocaust
survivors as well as adolescents will be used as docents for this exhibit. The
primary service area includes Pinellas, Hillsborough, Manatee and Sarasota
Counties. It is anticipated that 30,000 students wm participate In the exhibit and
that 50% of these students will be from Pinellas County.
The total budget for the exhibit is $ 110,900. The Museum is requesting $5,000
from JWB to help offset the cost of the exhibit rental($30,000 for two months).
The $5,000 request represents 16.7% of the total exhibit rental The Museum is
conducting a widespread fundraising campaign to sponsor a student, a
classroom, or a school. Approximately$ 24,000 is expected to be raised through
these efforts. Non-student admissions will provide $ 45,380, while corporate
funding and foundation support are expected to support $15,000. The City of St.
Petersburg has been requested to provide $11,675 of funding for the project. All
other costs are provided by the Tampa Bay Memorial Museum and Educational
Center, $9,845.
This request is consistent with the Board's policy guidelines for funding
community development activities adopted on January 13, 1994.
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Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membera

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto~
Kate Howze, Director of Strategic ttmmunlcatlons and Technology C"'l
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Requested Action
The Board is requested to accept a grant from the Center for Youth Development
and Policy Research (WashinQton, D.C.) for planning a proposal for participation
in the B.E.S.T. Initiative -Buildmg Exemplary Systems for Training Youth Workers.
The B.E.S.T. Initiative is supported by the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund.

Options
1. Increase the FY 95-96 Miscellaneous Revenue Budget by accepting $7,000
from the Center for Youth Development and Policy Research (Washington, D.C.).
for planning a proposal for participation in the B.E.S.T. Initiative, and increase the
FY 95-96 Administration Budget, Training Center Contractual Services by $7,000.

C

2. Do not authorize acceptance of $7,000 from the Center for Youth Development
and Policy Research (Washington, D.C.) for planning a proposal for participation
in the B.E.S.T. Initiative.

3. Authorize another approach deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize acceptance of $7,000 from the Center for Youth Development
and Polley Research (Washington, D.C.) for planning a proposal for
participation In the B.E.S.T. Initiative, and placement of the $7,000 In the
Training Center operating budget, contractual services.

Source of JWB Funds
No JWB funds are involved in accepting the grant.

Fiscal Impact
The FY 95-96 Miscellaneous Revenue budget will increase $7,000 from $244,850
to $251 ,850. The FY 95-96 Administration Budget, Training Center will increase
$7,000 from $478,860 to $485,860.

Nanmive______________________________________________

c

The Center for Youth Development (CYD) and Policy Research (Washin~ton,
D.C.) has invited the Juvenile Welfare Board to be one of eight organizations
nationally to engage in planning potential proposals to participate in the B.E.S.T.
Initiative. The overall goal of the Initiative is to demonstrate that these
community-based organizations can strengthen their capacity to train local youth
workers in the concepts of youth development. The funding source is the DeWitt
Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund. The role of the Center for Youth Development is

•

•

to be partners with the local organizations to support their efforts to strengthen
local training.
Participation in the six-month planning phase of the project does not obligate the
Juvenile Welfare Board to submit a proposal to implement a three-year project to
strenthen training capacity for youth workers, nor does it guarantee further funding
from the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund. If the JWB planning process
should result in a proposal, the JWB would be eligible for up to $240,000 over a
three-year period. (There is a 50% cash match requirement.} Should a proposal
be developed, it will be presented to the Board in June of 1996. The three-year
project is designed to focus on working with local organizations to implement
1deas developed during the planning period.
During the planning phase, the.JWB will convene a planning/advisory group to
conceptualize a potential proposal; develop training audiences, strategies and
methods; formulate and review survey and training needs assessment
information; forge linkages with interested groups and individuals; determine
necessary resources; coordinate existing resources; and make
recommendations to the JWB. Needs assessments and surveys will target youth
workers, youth, parents and others, and attempt to determine available or needed
computer technology.

Stoff Resource Person: R.J. Doody, Ph.D.

t
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Pinellas County
Boot Camp Initiative
January, 1996
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Prepared by:
Judith L. Kugler, MBA

Funded by:
The Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County
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Executive Summary
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This is the third in a series of progress reports on the evaluation of the Pinellas County Boot Camp
Initiative, and covers the period January, 1995-August 1995. The Research & Development Center
at the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County is responsible for the evaluation. Previous
reports described the start-up period and recruit characteristics. This report includes an update, as
of August 30, 1995 on the status of youth admitted to the Boot Camp through May, 1995; and
presents preliminary results of the quantitative analysis of pre and post offense data for the first
seven platoons. It includes a review of recent research related to Boot Camps and Aftercare.
The Pinellas County Boot Camp Initiative is a commitment program serving male juvenile
offenders (ages 14-18) and their families. The program includes a four month residential phase
operated by the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office (PCSO) followed by an intensive aftercare phase,
Eckerd Leadership Program (ELP). An education component is provided by the Pinellas County
School District Youth from other counties transfer from Pinellas County Boot Camp to aftercare
in their county of origin. The Department of Juvenile Justice is the primary funder. JWB
provides enhancement funding to ELP. Over-riding goals of the Initiative are protecting public
safety, promoting pro-social behavior and reducing future law violations by participants.
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Youth admitted to the Boot Camp continue to present multiple risks and challenges. Fifty-eight
percent had special education needs. Appropriate home placement during aftercare has been an
issue, especially for those who were living non-family settings prior to commitment. Substance
abuse is a concern. Although there is considerable socio-economic variation, many youth return to
neighborhoods which are characterized by multiple risk conditions and limited opportunities for
positive activity. Offense histories were compared for Pinellas vs Non-Pinellas youth. These
groups appear to be similar on several measures of severity of prior history. Prior history was
compared for three age categories (age 14-15, age 16, age 17-18). Younger recruits had, on the
average more serious prior histories.
At the end of August, 1995, 109 recruits had successfully completed Boot Camp. Of these, 57
youth from Pinellas County transferred to ELP, 40 youth transferred to aftercare programs in other
counties, and 12 were released to some other post placement Of those discharged to aftercare, 19
(19.59%) were successfully discharged from aftercare with no subsequent new charges. Twentyseven (27.83%) were still in aftercare. Fifty-one (52.58%) were inactive or had been transferred.
Youth sometimes return from inactive status and make satisfactory progress. Admissions to Boot
Camp and attrition during aftercare impact utilization at ELP.
New charges were examined for 94 youth in Platoons 1-7 who had been out of Boot Camp 3
months or more at the time of data collection. Fifty-seven youth (60.64%) had new charges
ranging from status offenses to felonies; however, more than half of these charges had not been
disposed. Therefore it is too soon to know how many will result in new commitments.
Preliminary results are comparable to first year results for similar programs.
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The Pinellas Boot Camp Initiative incorporates many strategies recommended in the recent research
literature to address multiple meeds of youth and families. Continuity of content and method have
increased between Boot Camp and ELP. This appears to support an easier transition for youth
between the two program environments. To the extent that these program factors influence
recidivism, continued development may lead to improved outcomes for youth in the next year.
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Prepared by:
Reginald S. Lee
University of South Florida
January, 1996

Funded by:
The Juvenile Welfare Board
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Neighborhood Family Centen
Executive Summaey

This report is the second of two evaluation repons and is the outcome of a year-Ions
evaluation oftwo neighborhood family centers (NFCa). The purpose of the evaluation project
was to develop a model for evaluation of family centers u well u to provide data to the Juvenile
Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County Florida about existing centers in St. Petersburg and
Tarpon Springs.
Overall, both centers are on a path toward empowering residents of their respective
neighborhoods to make informed choices regarding their fUture. This form of neighborhood
development process is based on the assumption that residents through reflection and action can
best solve their own problems (c.f., Friere, 1970). Residents develop and participate in a process
of getting together, identifying needs, discussing common problems, and working cooperatively
to improve community life. This kind of neighborhood development represents a significant
challenge to the JWB which hu not worked with neighborhoods in this way. The JWB, for
example, will need to assess its philosophy regarding neighborhood empowerment at both the ·.
organization and individual levels. The JWB role should be to identify, educate, fimd, and
support neighborhoods in this effort. Findings and recommendations from this year long study
of the development and progress of two thriving NFCs will aid the JWB in meeting this
chaUenge. Specific recommendations are highlighted here in the following areas: NFC preimplementation, NFC program accountability and clarification, and NFC progress and impact.
NFC Pre-implementation
Tbe JWB should design pre-implementation activities that focus on developing
pannerships and commitments. Sanderlin and CAP were conceived and developed by individuals
representing institutions, organizations, schools and agencies in the neighborhood and nonresident friends or supporters who are able to open doon or assist planners in gaining access.
Experience shows that partnerships and commitment are critical to new programs such as
Sanderlin or growing programs such as CAP.
' JWB should begin its pre-implementation activities in communities that have a dataThe
based need for family support programs. Pre-implementation activities should involve residents
and the JWB in a process of dialogue, reflection and assessment of the diverse atrenst)ls and
competencies that fUel community change efforts.
Findings of the year-long study also indicate that JWB should identify existing
community residents to participate in and lead the neighborhood family center development
process. The JWB should provide training opportunities for these individuals. Training should
be offered on a regular basis and essentially provide a curricular approach to neighborhood change
while valuing the participation, knowledge and skills of neighborhood residents. Iftraining
cannot be provided by current JWB staff, consultants with expertise in community development
ahould be selected. There is a need to discover ways to sustain the involvement of these
individuals and others who join the effon to work for neighborhood development.
The .JWB should issue RFPs with the intent to commit to working with neighborhood
groups. If more than one group is interested in serving a particular neighborhood, staff should
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encourage their collaboration as a condition to move toward planning. Planning grants should be
directed toward neighborhoods and should be a first step in this initiative. Staff should be
assigned to work with neighborhoods that have been identified as moving toward planning and
implementation rather than with specific individuals or groups..
Areas of the county that have indicated an interest in the neighborhood family center
concept and have organized to varying degrees should be encouraged and supported to move
forward. JWB staff should outline strategies that will bring the JWB into collaboration with
emerging neighborhood organizations. The Rldgecrest-Basldn Crossing community in Largo. the
North Greerrwood neighborhood in Clearwater, and the Melrose-Mercy/Jordan Park area in St.
Petersburg should be developing neighborhood family centers with support and encouragement
from the JWB. These areas have facilities within their boundari~ which could be utilized as
NFCs. The demographics of the areas suggest a need for such eft'ons. as well.
NFC Program Accountability and Clarification
Study of activity logs and participant lists provided evidence of activities and levels of
participation at both Sanderlin and CAP. Each NFC used activity logs to track panicipation of
individuals and activities. This type of data collection provides a rich database. Meaningful data
is important for planning programs, estimating space requirements, and anticipating staff needs.
Activity logs provide names, addresses, and telephone numbers used to determine who is in
attendance and what types of activities particular families and individuals attend. Activity logs
also indicate when attendance at an event is less than expected. Activity logs indicated steady
growth of participation at the centers in the areas of community meetings and activities, and
linkages to health care and community services. These "lists" and "logs,. provide a picture of
what happens in a neighborhood family center. However, there is no way at the present time to
determine the number of children between birth and five who participate in center activities.
Since a goal of the NFCs is that SO percent of families have children in this age cohort, this type
of information is necessary.
The Sanderlin Center developed a procedure whereby each scheduled activity had a Jog.
Regularly scheduled activities and tenant programs submitted logs so that center use could be
determined. Sanderlin Center staff used activity logs as a database to map their neighborhood and
to choose target areas for outreach bued upon participant records.
The CAP Center developed its database using a format that featured participant names
and sponsored activities. This provided a different type of information about participants which
enabled CAP to look at the number of people attending a particular event. Since CAP is a
membership organization, staff can easily monitor events as well as track newcomers. In addition
activity logs and sign-in books are used to list participants.
In an effort to enhance program accountability and provide data for impact analysis, the
following recommendations are offered. First, an evaluation teQm should be developed that
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includes and values the perspectives of participants, program persoMel, and JWB staff'. The
JWB should assist in developing, administering. and analyzing the results of a participant
satisfaction survey. 1WB and the NFCs should conduct focus sroups of panicipants to
determine specific experiences, suggestions and outcomes which a survey instrument cannot
obtain.
The 1WB should continue to work with these centers to improve data collection methods
and to gain access to data sources unavailable to the NFCs, such as the schools. Continued
development of the participant database will provide infonnation for the assessment of the
impact of the NFC initiative. It is important to thoroughly document use of the NFCs by
neighborhood residents. Photographs taken by staff and participants could provide evidence of
participation in community-wide events. The parents of children who are too young to sign logs
must provide the names of their children when signing their names.
A volunteer coordinator position should exist in all NFCs. The volunteer coordinator
position could be funded at half-time or become a voluntary position for a retired individual who
remains active in the neighborhood. A volunteer force could spell staff and provide expertise
through mini-workshops or special interest topics. child care topics, tutoring or secretarial
assistance. This also expands the intergenerational nature of the NFC when elderly individuals
participate.
NFC Program Progress and Impact
Table 1 (Attachment 1) presents a summary of program outcome objectives. The centers
conducted programs in all required areas. The population of the respective neighborhoods and
the differing aims of the centers are reflected in the number and type of activities. For example,
CAP covers the needs of residents by targeting youth and parents almost equally. Sanderlin's
·programs are designed to appeal to the whole neighborhood.
Table 2 (Attachment 2) presents a listing of required program components. This
indicates the scope and participation of neighborhood residents. Some activities achieve large
turnout while others report lower numbers, a good indicator of what types of activity the
residents seek for themselves and their children. These activities suggest that neighborhood
residents see NFCs as providing activities for youth and families~ yet, JWB views the NFC as a
vehicle for improving outcomes for families with children birth to five.
The groundwork for initial impact analysis will begin with a membership database that
can be used to obta,jn student data necessary to evaluate the effect ofNFCs on student variables.
The Pinellas County Schools Office of Research and Accountability has been contacted to obtain
student data necessary to evaluate the effect of NFCs on student school performance. A list of
school ·related variables has been compiled and will be used in the coming year to learn more
about the progress of students who do and do not participate in NFC programs. Lists of schooiage NFC participants will be used to determine whether participants in NFC 1ponsored
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programs differ from non-participants with regard to specific school variables.
.Program activities, potential participants, program locations, and target areas are
detemuned by a community developing a response to its perceived needs. Key persoMel at each
center are members of the community they serve. Parents and families are developing programs
that meet the needs of their community. Parents are teaching other parents. They are nurturing
each others children. They are changing their lives for the better.
The CAP and Sanderlin centers are neighborhood institutions providing activities and
aervicea that residents desired and designed, implemented or invited to be a part or their
neighborhood family center. Sanderlin houses a free clinic to serve individuals over SS and a
hospital clinic which brings medical care closer to residents. CAP houses an office of the Florida
Job Service bringing potential employment closer to residents. CAP, in a short period, has
emerged from an after-school tutoring program to a fuJI-service family center without losing the
quality of faqtily-focused. Neighborhood family centers by nature must be intergenerational and
voluntary establishments. They become that singular place in a community where everyone is
welcome to visit and panicipate in various activities.
After a year of study, it becomes apparent that the NFCs that are developing in Pinellas
County are unique. They have been developed by individuals in the communities they serve.
They collaborate with existing agencies that provide specific services. Pinellas County NFCs are
creating a model that does not view neighborhoods as deficient but rather as a source of future
change. The JWB needs to continue to identify similar neighborhoods whose needs suggest that
the neighborhood would benefit from a NFC and to commit to working in those neighborhoods in
ways that preserve this uniqueness.
In summary, the two NFCs evaluated, CAP and Sanderlin, have made good progress in
their development. The groundwork has been laid for a long term evaluation of the impact of
NFCs on neighborhood social indicator variables and specific school variables for participating
children. The evaluation process that was conducted of the Citizens Alliance for Progress and
Sanderlin Neighborhood Family Centers and presented here as a model for other NFCs was based
on the principle that communities develop through the participation of their members in all
phases of growth and that this development depends upon ongoing knowledge and feedback.
Recommendations do not center entirely on next steps since next steps begin as the center staff
learn to observe and gather information. Rather the recommendations center more on how we can
participate and nurture the development of the centers by the roles we assume, the policies we
set, the procedures we follow and the values we hold.

•
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Table 1. Program Objectives and Number of Programs by Center
PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

'

Nei~borhood

I

L

Participation

.

Family
Participation

-

Children
Ages Birth - Five
Family Action
Plans

Core Serv1ce
Programming

Volunteer
Participation

com.muruty-w1de
Events
Participant
Surveys
Participants
Number & Nature

Citizens Alliance for
Progress
II of home viSJts resulbng m
participation in center activity
(41)
II of families participating in two
or more center activities (62)
II of participating families with
children in targeted age group
(49)
I of families that developed
written plans (l9)
II of OED class enrollees (II#)
II of OED Graduates (13)
I of individuals continuing
education(6)
II of Parent Skills programs
offered (6)
II of Parent Support groups
offered (3)
II of Child Development
activities offered (3)
II of Employment Related
activities offered (6)
II of Family Literacy activities
offered (5)
Linkages to other services: II of
referrals made (52)
II of Community Meetings held
(3)
II of youth volunteer hours
(124)
II of adult volunteer hours (543)
II of volunteer supported
_pro_grams (14)
I of events for Youth (11)
I of events for Parents (12)
II of events all Residents (13)
Parents
Single Mothers
Community Elders
I PMticipants Duplicated Count
(1343)

Sanderlin Center
I of home v1s1ts resulting in
participation in center activity()
II of families participating in
two or more center activities
(125)
II of participating families with
children in targeted age group
(52)
II of families that developed
written plans (30)
II of OED class enrollees ()

II of Parent Skills programs
offered (6)
II of Parent Support groups
offered (6)
II of Child Development
activities offered (1)
II of Employment Related
activities offered (5)
II of Family Literacy activities
offered (4)
Linkages to other services: II of
referrals made ( 175)
I of Community Meetings held
(3)
II of youth volunteer hours ()
II of adult volunteer hours ()
II of volunteer supported
programs()
II of events for Youth (18)
II of events for Parents (16)
II of events all Residents (32)
Volunteers

I Participants Unduplicated
Count()

/
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Table 2 Activities and Attendance for Required Programs by Neighborhood Center.
Required Sc:tvice
Pro21'801S
Parent Skills Trai.nina

EvenStart
Florida Fmt Start
Resource Center for Women

Parent Support Groups

Young Mothers Connection
Resource Center for Women
TSHS Teen Parent Group

Child Development

Florida Fint Start
EvenStart
Red Cross Babysittin2 Trainin2
Gulfcoast Community Care
Job Service of Florida
Wc.tfORlC
Resource Center for Women
Vocatiooal Rehabilitation
FL Community Opportunity
Partnership Center
GIDABE
Day & Night Classes
Summer Enrichment Camp 0
Tutoring
SAT Preparation Class

Employment

Family Literacy

Child Care (On-site)

Soulfood Fest (48)
African American History Program

(52)

Affordable Housina Fair (100)
AIDS Forum (44)

Community Meeting-Issues (38)
Community Meeting-Truancy
(28)Health Fair (148)
Back To School Parent
(56)

Diabetic Class
Healthy Families Pinellas
MAPP

Parenting Class
Project Pairs Trainin2
Women's Support Group
Sisters Supporting Sisters
Parent Support Group
Adoption Support Group
Healthy Families Pinellas
Project Pairs
Healthy Families Pinellas

AARP Senior Employment
AARP Job Club
AARP Job Opportunity

Gulfcoast Job Fair
Gulfcoast Community Care

Alpha Kappa Alpha Tutoring
Delta Sigma Theta Tutoring
Eclcerd College Math Tutors
GED-ABE Day Class

Drop-in Center

Drop-in Center

Service linkages

Community Meetings &
Activities

Sao~n Cent~

Citizens Alliance for Proaress

Meeting

Home Health Aide Class Graduation
Christmas Dinner
Kevin Sharpe Piano Recital

Community Law Program
FJder Care Diabetic Cl.inic
Hospice
Family Fun Day (200)
Community Law Seminar 0
Task Group Meeting
Madeira Beach PfA (25)
Juvenile Justice Council (16)
Gibbs JC Reunion Meetings (8)
JWB Community Council (15)
Many Faces of Christmas (250)
Christmas Flea Market (8)
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Information

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Donna McRae, Board Chair

STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE

The Strategic Planning Committee met on December 18, 1995. Diane Bordner,
Bordner Research Inc., presented a draft of the community survey that will be
conducted in January. A number of questions were asked and suggestions made.
The Committee approved Bordner Research's proceeding with the telephone survey.
After a pretest and revision, a telephone survey of 400 households will be conducted
and the survey results will be presented at the Committee's January 22 meeting.
Jim Mills reviewed family trends over the last 20-30 years. He also recommended
several books that could provide a context to what has happened nationally over that
time period.
Dr. Marlowe separated the committee into Board and staff groups and asked a series
of questions including opportunities that should be addressed. Leadership, board/staff
interaction, goal setting, and roles and responsibilities were discussed.
The next steps in the process were discussed. In addition to the public telephone
survey, focus groups with representatives of JWB funded agencies were planned for
mid-January.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 22 at 3:00 p.m. at the Bayboro campus of
the University of South Florida in the CAC-Ciubroom in the Activity Center.
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PERSONNEL REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1995

JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:
Staff Items:
NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Hudson, Janice- Program Consultant 11- TRAINING- 12104/95
Stanfield, Ellthla -12/01/95
None
None
None
Fontenot, Dianna - Promotion In Grade - 12104/95
Wilson, Marlene- 12/07/87- Eight Years
Kugler, Judith -12/08/93- Two Years
None
None
Hutchenson, Elaine- Food Program Monitor 1-12/11/95
None
None
None
None
Reinhart, Barbara • To JWB
None
None

PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICAliON
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child care
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
Johnson, Davlta- to Administrative Specialist Ill- 12104/95
None
None
None
None
McFarley, Lillie- Promotion In Grade- 12104/95
Metsker, Nancy- Promotion In Grade -12104/95
Smith, carol - Promotion In Grade - 12/04/95
None
None
Cooley, Guy -12/28/81- Fourteen Years
Hom, Celeste -12/14/87- Eight Years
Osborne, Karen- 12/07/87- Eight Years
Bell, Jerewyl- 12/18/89- Six Years
Jamison, Llza- 12/18/89 - Six Years
Beagles, Gloria -12/03190- Five Years
Burton, Kathy- 12/21/92- Three Years
Rachel, Ruth- 12102/91 -Four Years
Vaughn, Linda- 12/02/91- Four Years
Dye, Gladys- 12107192- Three Years
None
None
None

.-----------------------------------------------------------------Information
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DECEMBER 31,1995

PREPARED BY
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER
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jUVENII.E WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET- All FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
DECEMBER 31, 1995

Govenuneot
Fuod
General

Proprietary

FUDd
Internal
Service

Fiduciary
Fuod
Agency

Account Groups

Fixed Asset

TOTALS

L.T. Debt

1995

1994

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits

$18,274,405

lnvestments·Def.Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits

$1,318,154

$18,274,405

$18,050,192

1,318,154

1,059,557

236,490

236,490

343,954

1,003,116

1,003,116

1,132,634

87,571

87,571

87,571

6,522

6,522

4,986

102,693

102,693

32,723

Land &Improvements

190,800

$243,496

434,296

243,496

1,399,200

727,496

2,126,696

727,496

Furniture,Fixtures&Equip.

359,457

564,799

Accumulated Depreciation

(14,484)

Building & Improvements

Due from Interfund transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
TOTAL ASSETS

924,256

557,876

(14,484)

0

0

0

$509,462

509,462

468,089

$509,462

$25,009,177

$22,708,574

$239,201

$239,201

$243,646

121,221

121,221

2,692

$19,710.797

$1,934,973

$1.,318,154

$1,535,791

UABIUTIF.S

Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities

509,462

Def.Comp.due to Employees

1,318,154

Due to lnterfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

29570
87,571
$447,993

$29,570

$1,318,154

so

$509,462

509,462

468,089

1,318,154

1,059,557

29,570

0

87,571

87,571

$2,305,179

$1,861,555

$ 1,535,791

1,528,868

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets

1,535,791

Fund Balance
Retained Earnings
Reserved:

1,914,382

1,914,382

Encumbrances

Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Bogue
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated

0

0

0

215,548

215,548

181,378

50,000

50,000

25,000

4,750

4,750

0

1,568,626
$17,423,880

(8,979)

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

$19,262,804

$1,905,403

so

$1,535,791

TOTAL LIAB. & FUND

!19.710a197

!119341973

!1~18.154

!1,535l91

1,568,626

1,772,116

$17,414,901

$17,339,657

$0

$22,703,998

$20,847,019

!509,462

!2510091177

!22!708,574

•
JUVENll.E WELFAKE BOAIU>
GENEllAL FUND
INTERIM STATEMENT OF llEVENUE, EXPENDITURES It CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER. .Jt. 1995
(CURRENT Y.T.D. 'It • 25'1.)

c

YTD as 'It of Bclgt
ANNUAL
BUDGET

MONIHLY
ACTUAL

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL
1995

1994

REVENUE
$24,359,584

$17,036,504

$18,685,772

77%

75%

56,000

2,768

25,475

45%

42%

Intergovernmental

608,440

17,583

18,583

3%

22%

Interest on Investments

470,102

20,591

46,087

10%

12%

Miscellaneous

244,850

0

0

0%

100%

26,749

42,023

165.808

306,594

25,731,976

17,270.003

19.124.534

74%

75%

(3,104,275)

(254,179)

(750,142)

24%

22%

(23,050,714)

(1,576,821)

(3,908,530)

17%

15%

(1,152,613)

(422,169)

(525,157)

46%

14%

9,338

(53,301)

(153,625)

(592,126)

(2.397.456)

(5,129.256)

21 %

18%

172,675

172,675

15,045,222

13,467,953

Property Taxes
Fees

Internal Service
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE

JXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Internal Service
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(27.307.602)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCESS(Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

(1,568,626)

FUND EQUITY
RESERVED -Encumbrances
UNRESERYEO-Disability

181,378

-Anniversary

50,000

-Cooperman Bogue
-F/Y Expenditure
-Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

4,750
1,568,626

1,639,780
3,968,943
!19~62.!04

•
JUVENILE WELFAllE BOAIU>
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITUilES
FOil PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER.ll, 1995
(CUilllENT Y.T.D. '% • 25'%)
Y.T.D.
AC'IlJAL

MON'JH
AC'IlJAL

BUDGET

~OF BUDGET

1995

DIRECI'OR

Personnel

s

143,948

s

10,974

s

1994

33,941

24%

27%

37%

17%

21%

25%

40,582

405

4,057

TOTAL

114.Sl0

11.379

37.991

Personnel

93,109

15,458

30,491

33%

24%

18,281

927

4,135

23%

18%

TOTAL

111,390

~

34,426

31%

23%

Personnel

181,381

13,660

41,103

23%

22%

61 ,360

2,452

6,865

11%

10%

242,741

16.112

47,961

20%

19%

251,962

17,555

59,655

24%

25%

52,787

18,136

37,628

71%

38%

TOTAL

l04.749

35,691

97,2!3

32%

27%

Personnel

155,807

10,743

29,661

19%

20%

192,947

35,463

74,317

39%

16%

TOTAL

351,754

~

103,971

30%

19%

Personnel

532,950

40,309

128,587

24%

24%

13,792

718

3,018

22%

47%

~

41,027

131,605

24%

25%

COMMUNilY SERVICES Personnel

529,779

35,622

111,474

21%

24%

Operating

48,052

3,744

8,543

18%

11%

TOTAL

577,131

~

120.017

21%

22%

Personnel

233,241

18,562

57,640

25%

19%

Operating

72,437

1,175

7,346

10%

8•-.

~

19,737

64,916

21 %

16%

Personnel

321,055

22,789

69,01 2

21%

24%

Operating

157,805

5,487

42,669

27%

26%

~

21.276

~

23%

25%

750,142

24%

22%

Operating
Capital

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

Operating
Capital

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating
Capital
TOTAL

FINANCE

Personnel
Operating
Capital

SYSTEMS&SUPPORT

Operating
Capital

PROGRAMS

Operating

3,000

Capital
TOTAL

Capital

RESEARCH

Capital
TOTAL

TRAINING

Capiul
TOTAL

ADMlNISTRATION TOTAL:

3,104,275

!

254,179

!
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c

INVESlMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 12/31/95

BANK

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

AMSOUTII BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

1.50%

AMSOUTII BANK

Pooled Funds

5.412%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

5.73%

BALANCE

YIElD

$216,362.07

$263.21

$18,682,001.39

$15,574.33

542,642.59

$ 2.629.08

$19,441,006.05

$48,484.32

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)

BUDGET

YTDACTUAL*

$470,102

$94,908.30

%
20%

Over/Under
($375,193.70)

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

. ----------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~~--~============----====

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TIDS MON1H
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS · Sexual Assault Treatment and Youthful Sex Offender Trtmt.
To transfer $23,569 to Youthful Sex Offender Treatment for Parent's United Support
Group Contractual Counselor.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
Asian F.A.C.E. Center
Boys & Girls Clubs
Citizens Alliance
Coordinated Child Care
Ervins All American Youth
Girls, Inc. of Pinellas
P.C. Urban League
Sgt. Allen Moore
Youth Homes of Florida
YWCA

$9,999
$11 ,993
$20,000
$412,120
s 6,000
$20,000
$28,933
$12,129
$11,227
$19,565

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
NONE

c

Regular Meeting. 1-11-96. Item IIIH

INFORMATION

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE

January 1996

c

Creativity in Child Care
Exceptional Student Scholarships

January 9, 1996

Ervin's All American Youth Club
Support Services

January 9, 1996

Family Service Centers
Youthful Sex Offender

January 9, 1996

Family Resources, Inc.
Youth and Family Connection
Group Homes

January 12, 1996

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
Psychological Services

January 12, 1996

Family Service Centers
SAFE

January 18-19, 1996

Suncoast Center for Community Mental
Health-Walsingham Social Support

January 18, 1996

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
Child Custody Investigations

January 19, 1996

Suncoast Center for Community
Mental Health
Therapeutic Preschool

January 23, 1996

Suncoast Child Protection Team
Medical Placement Home

January 25-26, 1996

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
Juvenile Arbitration

January 26, 1996

HAS/Pinellas County Health Unit
Healthy Families-North and South

January 29-Feb.1, 1996

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Stephanie Judd, 547-5643.

REGULAR MEETING
ITEM 4# III-I
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services to children

~

Monthly Update

of
Planned Activities
JANUARY 1 - JANUARY 31. 1996

c
Juvenile Welfare Board, 6698 68 Ave. N., Suite A,
Pinellas Park, Fl 34665-5060

'c

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

456

DECEMBER, 1993:
DECEMBER, 1994:
DECEMBER, 1995:

1,916

228

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

5,662
3,782
2,667

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

1,157

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

285
33
25

DECEMBER, 1993:
DECEMBER, 1994:
DECEMBER, 1995:

861
310

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:

253

DECEMBER, 1995

c

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992!1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

c

YTD 1995/6:

~

10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

.Q...-Cf7

7

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

,

DATE
llf8196

11110196

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

rvEGOTIATING THE
r..tiNEFIEW

~B

~NCOURAGING

rwB
PINELLAS PARK

THE
DISCOURAGED CHIW

PINELLAS PARK

'

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

trms WORKSHOP WIU OFFER PRACTIr:AL TIPS AND INFORMATION FOR
~INGLE MOMS STRUGGUNG WITH A
trEENAGE SON.

rucK FISCHLER

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN SPECIFIC
'rrECHNIQUES TO ASSIST CHIWREN IN
'rrHE DEVEWPMENT OF POSITIVE SELF~STEEM USING THE SKIU OF ENCOUR-

~ARYANN GOODRICH,
~.A .

iPROFESSIONAL

DIANE KLAMER' M.A.

~GEMENT.

/11196

RUSTING CUENTS WITH
THEIR OWN LIVES

GIRLS, INC.
PINELLAS PARK

r:ouNSELORS WIU LEARN ABOUT
DISTANCING FROM CUENTS' PROBr--EMS AND ACCEPTING TIME PARAMP'ERS FOR CHANGE.

r..-YNNE BERNFIEW, M.A .

lpROFESSIONAL

112/96

DEVELOPING HEALTHY
NVOLVEMENT WITH
PEERS, FAMILY & THE
roMMUNITY

VwB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS TO ADULTISM
~D GENERATE WAYS TO ENCOURAGE
VOUTH INVOLVEMENT.

111M ANDREWS, M.A.

IPROFESSIONAL

111196

,uCCESSFUL
GRANTWRJTING

~B

PARTICIPANTS WIU ACQUIRE GRANTWRITING SKILLS.

UDYHAU, PHD
PATRICIA GEHANT, M.A.

lpROFESSIONAL

~ALVATION ARMY
5T. PETERSBURG

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN HOW TO
,..OACH PARENTS IN HOW TO DEAL
CREATIVELY WITH THE FAMfLY'S
,..HAUENGES.

~ARBARA

!PROFESSIONAL

~B
PINELLAS PARK

'HIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER INSIGHTS
NTO PERSONALITY TYPES AND
EAMBUIWING STRATEGIES.

~ICHAEL UWBRIDGE,

119!96

CONFERENCE:
'TRATEGIES FOR HELPNGFAMIUES

123196

PEOPLE MAP FOR ADMINSTRATORS

~A/OR

PINELLAS PARK

PHD

WASIK, PHD

IPROFESSIONAL

•

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY
DATE

1

1

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

TPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENlOR(S)

n .....
TYPE
#

123196

EFFECTIVE DISCIPliNE
'ECHNIQUES FOR FAMI[JES

j4ZALEA ELEMENTARY
~T. PETERSBURG

PARENTS WIU LEARN EFFECTIVE
~ETHODS OF DISCIPliNE TO ASSIST
irHEIR CHIWREN IN LEARNING HOW
irO COOPERATE WITH OTHERS AND
~ANAGE THEIR OWN BEHAVIOR.

WARY ANN GOODRICH,
'I.A.
DIANE KLAMER, M.A.

r:;oMMUNrrY

124196

WOLENCEPREVENTION
OOLS FOR EARLY CHIW'fOOD

rwB
PINELLAS PARK

~ARTICIPANfS WIU LEARN PRACTICAL

1

ACK HARTMANN, M.A.
[JNDA HOGENS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

CANT DO 6TH GRADE
4..GAIN

rwB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANfS WIU FOCUS ON THE
DEVELOPMENTAL CHALLENGES OF
"rof!DDLE-SCHOOL YOUTH

ITANE GALLUCCI, M.A .

PROFESSIONAL

~ /26!96

~KILLS

FOR TEACHING VIOLENCE
PREVENSION.

•

~ ----------------------------------------------~--------------------

Pinellas County

James E. Mills, ACSW

Executive Director
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ST. PETERSBURG, PINELLAS PARK, GULFPORT AND THE BEACHES
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BRIEFLY
Deaf Service Center offers assistance
The Friends of the Deaf Service Center Inc., has expanded
services to deaf and hard of hearing people. Recently a
neighborhood family center opened in the Youth and Family
Services building at Byars Bayou, 7525 83rd St. N. It is cslled
Family Outreach Center United Services to Empower the Deaf
(FOCUSED). Financed in part by the Juvenile Welfare Bo!!9, the ·
facility will allow the Deaf Service Center to address the needs of'
families with deaf or hard of hearing children up to 5 years old or
families with deaf or hard of hearing parents. Staff members will
help families assess their needs and develop a plan for
accessing appropriate services. Free classes In speech reading
and communication strategies will be held for late-deafened
adults. For more information, call399-9983 V{TTD.

Blow your fife, beat your dnan
Experienced or aspiring fife or drum players are needed to help
form a minuteman fife and drum corps to play tunes of the
American Revolution. Call Alan Nelson at 360-2677.

Bricks being sold to aid park
ST. PERTERSBURG - The city is selling personalized engraved
bricks to maintain and provide for future enhancements at
Williams Park, First Avenue N and Fourth Street. The bricks,
• which cost $50 each, can hav~ a three-line inscription and can
· ·be placed in two places at the P.~: around the Centennial
Fountain or the U.S. Veterans Memorial .. Br~ures are at City
Hall in the Mall at Tyrone Square Mall. Cell 893-72.07.

•
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Welfare program
targ·ets families
Pilot project to offer training,
support services for limited time
The-Family
Transition Program
helps participants for
two or three years
before cutting welfare.
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG - After
months of preparation, a pilot welfare reform project makes its way
to Pinellas County this week.
Tbe Family Transition Program
will offer education, job training,
child and health care, transporta·
tlon and other support services along with a traditional welfare
check. Randomly selected welfare
recipients who live south of Ulmer·
ton Road wlll participate.
· But there's a time limit. Once
participants complete the two- to
three-year program, they wlll be in·
eligible for further welfare assis-

tance.

·

1he program is mandatory for
tbose selected. Some 700 south Pi·
oeilas residents are expected to be
enrolled In the program by June. A
New York-based research firm wlll
randomly pick them when they reapply for welfare benefits or apply
for the first time. ·

"You can't volunteer for the program and you can't opt out of it,"
uid Sherry Sutton, program admin·
tstrator for the project in Pinellas
County. "The folks selected for this
program are very fortunate. We
know these people wm get a lot of
services."
Pinellas was one of six counties
chosen as expansion sites for the
state project this year. Tbe others
are Lee, Volusia, Orange, St. Lucie
and Duval. In 1994, Alachua andEscambia counties were the first two
pilot sites.
Originally, Pinellas County was
slated to receive some $4.9 million.
But state budget cuts reduced that
amount to $2.3 mllllon before the
program's start up.
About $1.2 million wlll go to ad·
mlnlstrative costs, $444,000 for child
care, provided by Coordinated Child
care of Pinellas Inc., $460,000 tor
education and ]ob training opportu·
nities bandied by Project Indepen·
dence. and $86,000 for medical services provided by the county's
health clinics. In addition, some
$189,000 will go toward child support enforcement efforts.
Sutton was selected as admlnlstrator for the program In August.
She's since worked with a team to
develop the program, which Initially
wlll be housed at the St. Petersburg
Service Center, 3151 Third Ave. N.
· ·
· ···

·
The program is slated to move·
· to the former Juvenile Welfare
· Board building on 49th Street In Pt·
neUas Park. Renovations are expected to be completed at that site by
March, Sutton said.
The first 30 days, participants
wm have assessments done to deter·
mine their needs.
:
"We want to get a clear picture
of wbat's going on," Sutton said.
"We're taking a holistic approach to
working with families and not just
focusing on the adults."
Tbe participants' work interests
also wlll be determined.
"This is the client's life," Sutton
said. "We want them to decide the
direction they take."
As Pinellas embarks on the program, the Alacbua and Escambla
pilots ready for their first "gradu·
ates."
·
. Don Winstead, the state's wei·
fare reform administrator, said the
first participants reach their time
limits in February and March.
Many already have jobs and
have made great strides, be said.
But several families have not complied with . Escambla's mandatory
program. Tbe Alachua program is
the only voluntary one in the state.
"We're making sure we've done
everything possible;• Winstead said.
But with some folks not complying
with tbe program, "that's when
some real . bard decisions come
along."

••
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membera ,

FROM:

Jamea E. Milia. Executive Dlrectsa. \ ) / "
H. Browning Spence. Director of-~~unlty Servicea !f/;
Mary Romanik. Community Planning & Development

.p

Community Council Quarterly Report
The Community Councils met regularly during the fourth quarter. The focus for this
period has been organizing for the 1995-96 service year with: election of officers.
establishing goals and strategies, and setting meeting times and locations. Council
members were interviewed and appointed for the 1995-96 fiscal year. The
orientation for new members was held on October 17, 1994. Plans were
developed to evaluate the functioning of the Councils during the first year of
operation. The Evaluation Committee is a combined committee of representatives
of each Council and staff who are developing an evaluation tooVprocess.
The following is a summary of the activities of each Council for the fourth quarter:
Mid County Community Council
The Mid County Council meets monthly on the first Thursday. The Council has
established the JWB building as its regular meeting place. The Council is actively
developing plans to address two of its areas of concern: (1) parenting education for
families in mid county and (2) improved information and referral for families
regarding services that are available and assessable to mid county residents. The
Strategic Communications Department responded to the Council's request for
information regarding available services by developing the JWB Directory of
Agencies and Programs. The Council, with Barbara Sowers as Committee Chair, is
in process of actively distributing these brochures throughout the mid county area.
Lillie McGarrah. Principal of Largo Central wrote an article in her school newsletter
and sent the Directory home to all the parents. The Mid County Council received a
follow-up presentation from Lee Ann Bennett and Dr. Carnot Nelson of USF on the
Ridgecrest Community Asset Mapping Project.
The Mid County membership includes 17 lay members (three youth) and 7
professionals. The youth members are active participants and a youth member,
James Kakoullis, serves as Council Vice-Chair.
North County Community Council
The North County Council met regularly during the fourth quarter. The Council is
developing a project to address the areas of concern related to community
wholeness by providing support to the Neighborhood Family Centers in the north

county area and will focus on Youth Development throughout this year. The
Council received a presentation from Nancy Zambito of the Pinellas County School
System. They have planned to invite speakers to each meeting. The Executive
Committee is meeting quarterly.
The North County Council meets on the second Thursday of each month. They
have selected Mease Outreach Center in the Countryside Mall as the new meeting
site. Manuela Barone is the hostess.
The Council actively became involved in the process of recruiting new members for
the 1995-96 fiscal year and members recruited members from their communities
and professional organizations. The Council expects the new centrally located
meeting site to improve meeting attendance.
The North County Membership includes 14 lay members ( 4 youth) and 7
professionals.
South County Community Council
The South County Council met regularly during this quarter. The Council continued
to vary its meeting locations to increase members familiarity with community needs
and resources. Meetings were held at Family Resources, Inc and the Sanderlin
Center.
The South County Council continues to focus on the areas of concern identified as
youth development by supporting the CCYD Project in Childs Park. This Council's
dedication to Youth Involvement is evidenced by its election of a youth member,
Chris Hilliard, to the position of Co-Chairperson and its efforts to include youth
members in the total process. The Council donated Christmas gifts to youth
served by Sanderlin and Family Resources and volunteered for the Childs Park
CCYD/Youth Sports Academy Showcase.
The South County Council received a presentation during the December meeting
from Mark Porter, Clinical Director of Youth and Family Connection and Kathleen
Galloway from Family Resources, Inc.
The South County membership includes 16 lay members (3 youth) and 5
professionals.
Staff Resource Person: Dorthy J . Whitlock
s:\board\comcoun\quarjan.96

